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Abstract 

 

In human rights discourse of the last several decades there exists generous support for the 

concept of the indivisibility of human rights. 

 

Indivisibility of human rights has been interpreted in many ways. It can be taken to mean 

that the major categories of rights – particularly civil and political rights (CPR) and 

economic, social and cultural rights (ESCR) – are complementary, mutually reinforcing 

and best realised when implemented together. Another interpretation is that these rights 

are equally important and possess no hierarchical distinction. Indivisible rights may also 

be viewed fundamentally the same and without grounds for distinction, or as constituting 

inseverable parts of a complete form of rights. This thesis is structured around these 

prominent definitions. It identifies theoretical shortcomings which could ultimately 

inhibit the realisation of indivisible rights. 

 

A common thread running through the thesis is the idea that inconsistencies in the 

reasoning of indivisibility provide windows of opportunity in which CPR can prevail 

over ESCR, thus perpetuating the tradition Western focus on CPR. For example, CPR can 

dominate the interplay of rights if indivisibility is unable to neutralise conflicting rights 

or express them equally. Also, indivisibilists‟ idealistic search for a fundamental element 

common to all rights may „fortuitously‟ lead to the discovery of a fundamental element 

framed in the vernacular of CPR, such as democracy or human dignity. Indivisibilists 

who alternatively deconstruct rights, stripping them of an essence, claim that this 

overcomes the supposed oppressive homogeneity of rights, but their critique of 

oppression could be perceived as an apology for CPR. Moreover, the view that the 

contemporary canon of rights forms a complete and indivisible totality may overstate the 

relative importance of CPR given their potential decline amid changing emphasis on 

rights. 

 

This thesis proposes more constructive ways of conceptualising the relationship of human 

rights than simply in terms of indivisibility. It is suggested that rights be understood 

historically and within the context of competing social phenomena, which gives rise to 

complex dialectical relationships of rights and provides a foundation from which to 

appreciate how rights may be prioritised. While rights share an essence at a general level, 

concrete analysis highlights their relative independence. Finally, in consideration of their 

state of flux, rights might ultimately be deemed divisible rather than indivisible. 
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Introduction 

 

Up until recent decades, the question of human rights was approached from the point of 

view of choosing which rights should predominate over others. The choices represent the 

different values, ideologies and economic interests in society, and symbolise the various 

socio-political and cultural traditions. These rights provide not only a major source of 

social cohesion in guiding social institutions, but also social division where they set apart 

social groups and even nations. 

 

Doing away with the prioritisation of rights, human rights theorists of late have proposed 

a simple and alluring solution to the problem of competing rights, which has captured the 

imagination of the United Nations and many human rights thinkers. This is to treat 

competition not as a basic feature of rights which is to be negotiated in the advancement 

of rights, but rather as an error of reasoning about rights which is to be reformulated. In 

its place, they promote the so-called „indivisibility‟ of human rights. Indivisibility 

generally means that the major categories of human rights – particularly civil and 

political rights (CPR) and economic, social and cultural rights (ESCR) – are inherently 

complementary and equal in importance, and that any attempt to privilege one set of 

rights over another displaces their natural balance and compromises their effectiveness. 

Therefore, the goal of indivisibilists is to institute all rights simultaneously, to their full 

potential, in all societies. In this way, competition of rights becomes redundant and is cast 

as a mere social construction. Such is the potency of their conviction, that the theorists 

have placed indivisibility on a pedestal of legal concepts amongst the likes of democracy 

and the rule of law.
1
 Indeed, it has been said that indivisibility „is a concept at the very 

                                                 
1
 Samantha Besson, 'The European Union and Human Rights: Towards a Post-National Human Rights 

Institution?' (2006) 6(2) Human Rights Law Review 323, 345. 
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root of international human rights law‟,
2
 and that it is fundamental to the „very 

establishment of the United Nations‟.
3
 

 

Prima facie, indivisibility provides for an objective and equitable system of human rights. 

There is no imposition of personal judgement because the theory does not openly favour 

any particular rights or groups of people who prioritise certain rights. Yet on closer 

analysis, inconsistencies emerge. It appears that the indivisibilists‟ neutral position in fact 

masks underlying tensions between rights. If this is really the case, then not only might 

there be no point at which all rights can be fully realised, but the theory could act as a 

beacon of false hope and encumber the development of strategies for dealing with human 

rights problems. Essentially, this could mean continuance, if not reinforcement, of the 

traditional emphasis on CPR in the catalogue of human rights. 

 

Another consideration is that since indivisibility often forms a basis or premise of human 

rights study, as opposed to a subject of critical analysis in itself, if the theoretical validity 

of indivisibility can be challenged, so might the wealth of conclusions based on its 

assumption. 

 

The central purpose of this thesis is to explore whether the theory of indivisibility is able 

to withstand conceptual analysis of its lofty claims, and can thus be successfully applied 

in human rights scholarship and implemented in practice. The thesis will seek to establish 

if indivisibility can be supported by basic philosophical concepts, and whether it 

demonstrates an appreciation of human rights within their dynamic socio-historical 

context. The thesis constitutes a systematic and comprehensive critique of indivisibility. 

 

Chapter 1 begins with a historical review of the theory of indivisibility, which is also 

referred to as the „indivisibility thesis‟. Chapters 2 to 6 are structured according to 

prominent interpretations in the human rights literature of the broadly defined term. 

                                                 
2
 Victoria Hamlyn, 'The Indivisibility of Human Rights: Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the 

European Convention on Human Rights' (2008) 40 Bracton Law Journal 13, 13. 
3
 Asbjørn Eide, 'Interdependence and Indivisibility of Human Rights' in Yvonne Donders and Vladimir 

Volodin (ed), Human Rights in Education, Science and Culture: Legal Developments and Challenges 

(2007) 11, 11. 
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Chapter 2 contemplates indivisibility as it is understood to mean that categories of rights 

are complementary, and entertains contrary evidence. Chapter 3 then critiques 

indivisibility as a representation of the idea that rights are equally important, and in doing 

so considers key issues from academic debates on the hierarchy of rights. Chapter 4 looks 

at indivisibility as the idea that rights have basic features in common, rendering them 

essentially indistinguishable. Chapter 5 takes an inverse approach and considers that 

indivisibility represents an absence of difference of rights, and likens this to the 

postmodern rejection of categories and weakening of the notion of rights. Lastly, Chapter 

6 examines indivisibility as meaning that the present catalogue of rights makes up a 

complete and immutable form of rights, and questions philosophical rationales 

underpinning this position. Therefore, while Chapters 2 to 5 are concerned with the 

relationship of rights, Chapter 6 considers rights as they exist holistically. 

 

Finally, it is hoped that this thesis not only offers a more in-depth understanding of the 

concept of indivisibility – given that it is all too often used as a matter of course in the 

human rights discipline as opposed to a subject of study in itself – but that it also 

provides a general theoretical foundation from which to appreciate the significance of 

rights and their interactions. 
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Chapter 1. Indivisibility of Human Rights: A Background           

 

History of the Indivisibility Thesis 

 

The meaning and significance of the term „indivisible‟ has evolved since it was first used 

in a human rights context in 1950. It was at this time that the Third Committee of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations was debating how to rework the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) into a binding treaty form.
4
  Although the General 

Assembly originally issued a directive to draft a single instrument, there was resistance 

from primarily Western countries which eventually resulted in the bifurcation of rights in 

the UDHR into the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).
5
 In the 

midst of the debate, Argentina implored the Committee „not to attempt to divide the 

indivisible‟.
6
 Hence the term indivisible was coined. 

 

In a study tracing the history of the indivisibility thesis, Whelan notes that the expression 

was first used to describe the „fundamental unity‟ of rights in the UDHR.
7
 Soon after, it 

came to express „postcolonial aspirations‟ of developing countries. By the 1960s and 

1970s indivisibility conveyed a message that ESCR should be afforded priority over 

CPR. Thus in the Proclamation of Tehran, adopted by the General Assembly on the 20
th

 

anniversary of the UDHR in 1968, ESCR are represented as the key rights: „Since human 

rights and fundamental freedoms are indivisible, the full realisation of civil and political 

                                                 
4
 Universal Declaration of Human Rights,  GA Res 217 A (III) (adopted 10 December 1948). 

5
 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,  opened for signature 16 December 1966, GA Res 

2200 A (XXI) (entered into force 23 March 1976); International Covenant on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights,  opened for signature 16 December 1966, GA Res 2200 A (XXI) (entered into force 3 

January 1976). 
6
 Cited in Daniel J. Whelan, Indivisible Human Rights: A History (2010) 76. 

7
 Ibid. ch 1. 
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rights without the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights is impossible‟.
8
 In 

other words, ESCR are a necessary condition for the attainment of other rights. 

 

However, by the 1990s indivisibility had come full circle to once again signify the 

fundamental unity of rights. It is this meaning of indivisibility which persists in the 

present day, and which forms the subject of this thesis. The following fifth paragraph of 

the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, drafted at the Vienna World 

Conference on Human Rights in 1993, and adopted unanimously by 171 nations present,
9
 

elucidates indivisibility from this perspective: 

 

All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated. The 

international community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on 

the same footing, and with the same emphasis. While the significance of national and 

regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds must be 

borne in mind, it is the duty of States, regardless of their political, economic and cultural 

systems, to promote and protect all human rights and fundamental freedoms.
10

 

 

The historical developments of the indivisibility thesis may reflect the changing 

ideologies of the United Nations, from an era in which socialist and developing countries 

had considerable sway, to the renewed vigour of liberalism in the aftermath of the Cold 

War. However, many human rights theorists overlook this varied history. They posit that 

United Nations support for indivisibility as a fundamental unity of rights has been 

relatively consistent, and place the Proclamation of Tehran on the same plane as the 

Vienna Declaration.
11

 Such interpretation of history may be indicative of the breadth of 

influence of the current formulation of indivisibility. 

                                                 
8
 Proclamation of Teheran,  Final Act of the International Conference on Human Rights, Teheran, 22 April 

- 13 May 1968, UN Doc A/CONF.32/41 (1968), para 13; see also United Nations Audio Visual Library of 

International Law, Proclamation of Tehran  <http://untreaty.un.org/cod/avl/pdf/ha/fatchr/fatchr_ph_e.pdf> 

at 18 September 2010. 
9
 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 'World Conference on Human Rights'  

<http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu5/wchr.htm> at 22 May 2009. 
10

 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action: Report of the World Conference on Human Rights,  

Vienna, 14-25 June 1993, UN Doc A/CONF.157/23 (1993); 32 ILM 1661 (1993), I.5. 
11

 See, eg, Willy Mutunga, and Alamin Mazrui, 'Rights Integration in an Institutional Context: The 

Experience of the Kenya Human Rights Commission' (2002) 8 Buffalo Human Rights Law Review 123, 
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Categories of Rights Considered Indivisible 

 

The two grand categories of rights, CPR and ESCR, are the most common subjects of the 

indivisibility thesis. This is because the central aim of the indivisibility thesis is to 

challenge the traditional assumption that these rights are geographically and ideologically 

polarised, and to replace this assumption with the notion that they are inherently 

reconcilable. Therefore, much discussion by indivisibilists centres around what is 

considered to be an ill-conceived division of the ICCPR and ICESCR not in keeping with 

the UDHR.
12

 

 

A second aim of indivisibilists is to use indivisibility as a vehicle for expanding rights 

discourse so that it advances the status of marginalised people and so-called „suppressed 

narratives‟.
13

 Indivisibilists raise rights such as peace and development,
14

 and freedom 

from discrimination,
15

 to the level of rights of mainstream international law, thus 

                                                                                                                                                 
124-125; James W. Nickel, 'Rethinking Indivisibility: Towards a Theory Supporting Relations Between 

Human Rights' (2008) 30 Human Rights Quarterly 984, 985; Dinah Shelton, 'Hierarchy of Norms and 

Human Rights: Of Trumps and Winners' (2002) 65 Saskatchewan Law Review 301, 302; Atty. Rene V. 

Sarmiento, 'Human Rights: Universal? Indivisible? Interdependent?' (Speech delivered at the PAHRA-

Sponsored Forum on Human Rights, Quezon City, Philippines, 20 June 1995). 
12

 Robert Howse, and Makau Mutua, 'Protecting Human Rights in a Global Economy - Challenges for the 

World Trade Organization' (1999/2000) 1999/2000 Human Rights in Development Yearbook - The 

Millennium Edition 51, 76; Eide,  above n 3, 11; See, eg, Center for Economic and Social Rights, 1. 

Historical Background of ESCR  [1] 

<http://www.cesr.org/downloads/Historical%20background%20of%20ESCR.pdf> at 20 August 2010. 
13

 See M. D. A. Freeman, Lloyd's Introduction to Jurisprudence (8th ed, 2008) 1414. 
14

 Gillian Moon, 'The WTO - Minus Strategy: Development and Human Rights Under WTO Law' (2008) 

Working Paper 10 University of New South Wales Faculty of Law Research Series 26; Dianne Otto, 

'Rethinking the "Universality" of Human Rights Law' (1997) 29 Columbia Human Rights Law Review 1, 9. 

Cf. Katarina Tomaśevski, 'Monitoring Human Rights Aspects of Sustainable Development' (1992) 8 

American University Journal of International Law and Policy 77, 81. 
15

 Ian Clyde, and Simeon Beckett, 'A Human Rights Commission for the United Kingdom: The Australian 

Experience' (2000)(2) European Human Rights Law Review 131, 141. 
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covering third generation rights formulated by Karel Vasak in the 1970s.
16

 They also 

entertain more recent developments including so-called fourth generation rights.
17

 

 

Notably, the Vienna Declaration proclaims that „all human rights‟ are indivisible.
18

 Yet 

commentators have generally limited the scope of indivisibility to the three generations of 

rights,
19

 rights recognised at an international level,
20

 and rights contained in international 

human rights instruments.
21

 Accordingly, the Vienna Declaration refers to vulnerable 

groups protected under international law, such as Indigenous and disabled peoples, and 

explicitly elaborates on the „human rights of women and of the girl-child‟ which „are an 

inalienable, integral and indivisible part of universal human rights‟.
22

 

 

Interpretations of the Indivisibility of Rights 

 

Although the United Nations frequently employs the term indivisibility in relation to 

human rights, it is yet to have defined the term in any detail, regardless of indivisibility 

being a stranger to everyday English.
23

 It has also not explained whether indivisible is 

unique in meaning to interdependent and interrelated, which are used alongside 

indivisible in the Vienna Declaration. Accordingly, there is little consensus among 

commentators. Some use the word indivisible interchangeably with interdependent and 

                                                 
16

 Krzysztof Drzewicki, 'The Rights of Solidarity - The Third Revolution of Human Rights' (1984) 53 

Nordisk Tidsskrift International Ret 26, 27-28; Karel Vasak, 'For the Third Generation of Human Rights: 

The Rights of Solidarity' (Paper presented at the Tenth Study Session of the International Institute of 

Human Rights [Inaugural Lecture], Strasbourg, France, 2-27 July 1979). 
17

 Otto,  above n 14, 22. 
18

 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action: Report of the World Conference on Human Rights,  

above n 10, I.5. 
19

 Joel Armstrong Schoenmeyer, 'Book Review' (1996) 3 Michigan Journal of Gender and Law 609, 610; 

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Your Human Rights  

<http://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/Pages/WhatareHumanRights.aspx> at 19 August 2010. 
20

 Octávio Luiz Motta Ferraz, Moving Beyond Rhetoric: A Critical Analysis of the Indivisibility of Human 

Rights (3 August 2008) (unpublished working paper) [2] 

<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1294322> at 3 September 2010. 
21

 Morton Winston, 'On the Indivisibility and Interdependence of Human Rights' (Paper presented at the 

Twentieth World Congress of Philosophy, Boston, Massachusetts, 10-15 August 1998) 2. 
22

 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action: Report of the World Conference on Human Rights,  

above n 10, I.18. See also Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action,  Fourth World Conference on 

Women (15 September 1995). 
23

 Whelan,  above n 6, 3. 
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interrelated, and classify the three terms as logically distinct only from the other 

prominent adjective in the Vienna Declaration, universal.
24

 Others claim that the three 

terms are mutually exclusive.
25

 Nickel, for instance, suggests that more rights are 

interdependent than indivisible, and that the latter has stronger meaning.
26

 

 

Moreover, the broader significance of indivisibility is disputed. Some theorists propose 

that it is merely rhetorical,
27

 or that it is purely an indication that both of the grand 

categories of rights are valid,
28

 or that its purpose is simply to protect minimum human 

rights standards.
29

 According to another school of thought, indivisibility has more 

fundamental meaning, expressing a need for the full realisation of rights,
30

 and thereby 

the full realisation of what it is to be human.
31

 

 

Generally, it is accepted by indivisibilists that CPR and ESCR have a „close 

relationship‟,
32

 but as to the specific nature of this relationship, a wide range of views can 

be found in the academic literature. Therefore, it may be useful to start with a literal 

interpretation of the word indivisibility as connoting something which cannot be divided, 

that is, a unified whole. We can derive from this four themes which generally cover the 

field of indivisibility research conducted since the Vienna Declaration. The first theme is 

that there exists a catalogue of rights which represents a complete and unified form of 

rights. Second, this catalogue of rights is unified by virtue of the fact that its parts – 

individual rights or clusters of rights – either possess a shared essence or no distinct 

essences which distinguish them. Third, the unity is threatened where there is exclusion 

                                                 
24

 See, eg, Ferraz., above n 20, 2. 
25

 See, eg, Eide,  above n 3, 13-14. 
26

 Nickel,  above n 11, 987. 
27

 Ralph Wilde, 'NGO Proposals for an Asia-Pacific Human Rights System' (1998) 1 Yale Human Rights 

and Development Law Journal 137, 138. 
28

 Ali Mohsin Qazilbash, 'NGOs Efforts towards the Creation of a Regional Human Rights Arrangement in 

the Asia-Pacific Region' (1998) 4(2) ILSA Journal of International and Comparative Law 603, 614. 
29

 Mary Robinson, 'Human Rights at the Dawn of the 21st Century' (1993) 15 Human Rights Quarterly 

629, 632. 
30

 Nickel,  above n 11, 984. 
31

 Cited in Whelan,  above n 6, 209. 
32

 See, eg, Additional Protocol to the American Convention On Human Rights in the Area of Economic, 

Social, and Cultural Rights ["Protocol of San Salvador"],  Organization of American States, 16 November 

1999, A-52, Preamble. 
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or favouring of certain rights. Fourth, the unity is consolidated in the process of its parts 

being interconnected and mutually reinforced. 

 

These themes are explored in the remaining chapters of this thesis. However, as the 

purpose is to conceptually „unpack‟ indivisibility, the thesis concludes rather than begins 

with an analysis of the idea that rights form a unified whole. Critique instead starts in 

relation to the abovementioned central aim of indivisibility, which is to establish that 

rights are not inherently irreconcilable, but rather that they complement and reinforce one 

another. 

 

Extent of Support for the Indivisibility Thesis 

 

Since the Vienna Conference, indivisibility has become an „official doctrine‟ of the 

United Nations,
33

 which has declared that it is „beyond dispute‟.
34

 Indivisibility has been 

reaffirmed at subsequent world conferences on human rights,
35

 and in resolutions of the 

General Assembly and Human Rights Council.
36

 It has been promoted by the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights,
37

 an office created at the Vienna 

Conference. 

 

                                                 
33

 Nickel,  above n 11, 987. 
34

 Whelan,  above n 6, 1. 
35

 2005 World Summit Outcome,  UN Doc A/60/LI (15 September 2005); Beijing Declaration and Platform 

for Action,  above n 22; Report of the World Summit for Social Development,  Copenhagen, 6-12 March 

1995, UN Doc A/CONF.166/9 (1995). 
36

 Manisuli Ssenyonjo, Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in International Law (2009) 15; General 

Assembly Resolution 60/251 establishing the Human Rights Council,  UN Doc A/RES/60/251 (3 April 

2006); Human Rights Council Resolution 8/2 adopting the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant 

on Economic Social and Cultural Rights,  28th meeting (18 June 2008). 
37

 See, eg, Navanethem Pillay, 'Human Rights in United Nations Action: Norms, Institutions and 

Leadership' (2009)(1) European Human Rights Law Review 1, 2. See also Christina M. Cerna, 'A Small 

Step Forward for Human Rights: The Creation of the Post of United Nations High Commissioner for 

Human Rights' (1995) 10(4) American University Journal of International Law and Policy 1265, 1268-

1269; Nickel,  above n 11, 987. 
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There is broad regional endorsement of indivisibility by the Council of Europe,
38

 the 

Organization of American States,
39

 the League of Arab States,
40

 the Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations,
41

 and the independent Asian Human Rights Commission.
42

 

There is also some support from the African Union,
43

 although the African Banjul 

Charter is ambiguous in the type of indivisibility it advocates, echoing both the Vienna 

Declaration and the Proclamation of Tehran: 

 

Convinced that it is henceforth essential to pay a particular attention to the right to 

development and that civil and political rights cannot be dissociated from economic, 

social and cultural rights in their conception as well as universality and that the 

satisfaction of economic, social and cultural rights is a guarantee for the enjoyment of 

civil and political rights
44

 

 

                                                 
38

 Regis Brillat, 'A New Protocol to the European Social Charter Providing for Collective Complaints' 

(1996)(1) European Human Rights Law Review 52, 52. See also Sionaidh Douglas-Scott, 'The Charter of 

Fundamental Rights as a Constitutional Document' (2004)(1) European Human Rights Law Review 37, 42-

43; Ida Elisabeth Koch, 'The Justiciability of Indivisible Rights' (2003) 72 Nordic Journal of International 

Law 3, 3. 
39

 See, eg, Additional Protocol to the American Convention On Human Rights in the Area of Economic, 

Social, and Cultural Rights ["Protocol of San Salvador"],  above n 32, Preamble. See also Mónica Feria 

Tinta, 'Justiciability of Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights in the Inter-American System of Protection 

of Human Rights: Beyond Traditional Paradigms and Notions' (2007) 29 Human Rights Quarterly 431, 

495. 
40

 Revised Arab Charter on Human Rights,  League of Arab States, adopted 22 May 2004 (entered into 

force 15 March 2008), art 1.4. See also Mervat Rishmawi, 'The Arab Charter on Human Rights and the 

League of Arab States: An Update' (2010) 10 Human Rights Law Review 169, 169; Mervat Rishmawi, 'The 

Revised Arab Charter on Human Rights: A Step Forward?' (2005) 5(2) Human Rights Law Review 361, 

368. 
41

 Final Declaration of the Regional Meeting for Asia of the World Conference on Human Rights [Bangkok 

Declaration],  Bangkok, 29 March - 2 April 1993, UN Doc A/CONF.157/ASRM/8, A/CONF.157/PC/59 

(1993), Preamble, art 10; Kuala Lumpur Declaration on Human Rights,  adopted by the ASEAN Inter-

Parliamentary Organization, 14th General Assembly, 20-25 September 1993, Preamble. See also Otto,  

above n 14, 10; Li-ann Thio, 'Implementing Human Rights in ASEAN Countries: 'Promises to Keep and 

Miles to Go Before I Sleep'' (1999) 2 Yale Human Rights and Development Law Journal 1, 30; Gillian D. 

Triggs, International Law: Contemporary Principles and Practices (2006) 890. 
42

 Asian Human Rights Charter,  Asian Human Rights Commission, Kwangju, Korea (17 May 1998), art 

2.2-2.4. 
43

 Evadné Grant, 'Accountability for Human Rights Abuses: Taking the Universality, Indivisibility, 

Interdependence and Interrelatedness of Human Rights Seriously' (2007) 32 South African Yearbook of 

International Law 158, 166. 
44

 African [Banjul] Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights,  adopted 27 June 1981, OAU Doc 

CAB/LEG/67/3 rev 5, 21 ILM. 58 (1982) (entered into force 21 October 1986), Preamble. 
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Given the consensus reached at the Vienna Conference, it has been suggested that 

indivisibility could form part of customary international law.
45

 Indivisibility, it is said, 

has general and widespread acceptance,
46

 and is increasingly recognised.
47

 However, as 

Alves notes, there was lack of consensus on the Preparatory Committee of the Vienna 

Conference regarding nearly every paragraph of the draft Vienna Declaration.
48

 The 

Vienna Declaration and subsequent United Nations support for indivisibility may 

therefore conceal underlying disagreement, particularly over ESCR.
49

 

 

Indeed, ESCR are still afforded less emphasis in practice,
50

 with limited implementation 

such as in national constitutions, and enforcement.
51

 The major world power, the United 

States, continues to view CPR as the only „real‟ rights,
52

 and many countries follow 

suit.
53

 International non-government human rights organisations have only gradually 

begun to take up the plight of ESCR.
54

 Ewelukwa considers that resistance to 

indivisibility is widespread, particularly due to „the Western tradition which is based on 

                                                 
45

 Robert F. Drinan, 'The ABA in Vienna: At the U.N. World Conference on Human Rights' (1993) 20 

Human Rights 22, 22-23. 
46

 Lila Barrera-Hernández, 'Indigenous Peoples, Human Rights and Natural Resource Development: Chile's 

Mapuche Peoples and the Right to Water' (2005) 11 Annual Survey of International and Comparative Law 

1, 5; Frans Viljoen, International Human Rights Law in Africa (2007) 7. 
47

 Claire Mahon, 'Progress at the Front: The Draft Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights' (2008) 8 Human Rights Law Review 617, fn 5; Kristin Nadasdy 

Wuerffel, 'Discriminating Among Rights?: A Nation's Legislating a Hierarchy of Human Rights in the 
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“a strong faith in full economic liberalism and a severely constrained role for the state in 

matters of welfare”‟.
55

 

 

Nevertheless, there is substantial support for indivisibility in academia and social 

activism, with its popularity mushrooming since the Vienna Conference. Human rights 

scholars have reported „growing consensus‟,
56

 and promote the United Nations‟ position 

that indivisibility is „beyond dispute‟.
57

 Many argue that indivisibility is an „axiom‟,
58

 a 

„well-established fact‟,
59

 and „reflected and confirmed in the academic literature‟.
60

 

 

Value of the Indivisibility Thesis 

 

Importantly, in seeking to advance the status of all rights, indivisibility lends greater 

legitimacy to ESCR than typically experienced in Western societies, which have 

commonly cast ESCR as mere „equities‟, „concerns‟ or „directive principles‟ rather than 

actual rights,
61

 or have downplayed their significance in relation to CPR.
62

 This is 
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reflected to some extent in the ICESCR which provides that ESCR be „progressively‟ 

realised, or programmatic, rather than immediately implemented like CPR.
63

 

 

Additionally, the indivisibility movement gives impetus to the demand for the 

justiciability of ESCR, with its reasoning that because rights are equally important and 

fundamentally interconnected, ESCR should be equally as enforceable as CPR and not 

simply „aspirational‟.
64

 This presents a significant development for ESCR, particularly 

for those who believe that the real test of effectiveness of human rights in international 

treaties is their justiciability: 

 

Treaties perform in international society the part of anaesthetics in surgery; they get the 

patient into a condition which makes it possible to operate ... It is no good giving gas to a 

man with toothache unless you have a dentist with his nippers on the premises; and it is 

no good dosing international society with law in treaties unless you have a judge handy to 

decide the legal disputes.
65 

 

Another benefit of the indivisibility thesis is that it encourages the various human rights 

treaty monitoring bodies to function in a more integrated and collective fashion.
66

 It is 

also amenable to merging these bodies such that rights are considered holistically, and so 

that complaints which have both ESCR and CPR dimensions are handled more 

appropriately.
67
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Finally, when the indivisibilist idea of equal importance of rights is extended to a notion 

of equality of social systems, it can encourage positive international relations between 

different types of societies which choose to emphasise discrete rights.
68

 It may thereby 

serve to reinforce the principles of self-determination and non-interference, which remain 

vital for ensuring peaceful co-existence.
69

  

 

However, with regard to indivisibility as a theoretical concept specifically applied to 

conceptualising the interrelations of ESCR and CPR, the following chapters examine 

whether it is as watertight as its proponents claim, and, if not, whether there may be a 

preferable theoretical approach. 
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Chapter 2. Indivisibility as Complementary Rights         

 

Complementary and Mutually Reinforcing Rights 

 

The term indivisibility is commonly intended to mean that the major categories of rights 

are essentially complementary. In other words, they do not typically clash or exhibit 

contradiction, but rather are suited to a common existence which has the effect of 

enhancing and reinforcing them through a process of „synergy‟ and symbiosis.
70

 Hence, 

rights may also be described as „corresponding‟,
71

 „interlocking‟,
72

 „interconnected‟,
73

 

„overlapping‟,
74

 „mutually reinforcing‟,
75

 and „enriching‟.
76

  

 

Complementarists often identify violations of both CPR and ESCR in the one human 

rights claim. For instance, Thio highlights the United Nations Committee Against 

Torture‟s finding that racially incited violence towards Roma people and destruction of 

their homes amounts to violation of freedom from torture (CPR) and the right to housing 

(ESCR).
77

 Novogrodsky posits that CPR and ESCR are most „deeply intertwined‟ for 

vulnerable people such as HIV/AIDS sufferers.
78

 Although, vulnerable people are by 

definition disadvantaged in relation to ESCR, such that ESCR are already in play. 
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Indivisibilists present many examples of how CPR and ESCR strengthen each other with 

every right that is achieved, and, in the reverse, weaken each other with every right that is 

denied.
79

 Yet there appears to be a point of diminishing returns where one right is 

pursued to the exclusion of another. Thus Eide suggests there are at least three ways in 

which rights interact: „positively, negatively and through balancing.‟
80

 This does not, 

however, account for the situation in which the achievement of one right directly denies 

the achievement of another, such as with the democratic election of a government whose 

policies oppose welfare. 

 

Mutual Reinforcement and its Uncertainties 

 

Scott identifies two types of mutual reinforcement: 1. „related or indirect permeability‟, in 

which rights are separate, and 2. „organic or direct permeability‟, in which rights form 

subsets of other rights.
81

 According to the latter, right x (eg, the right to life) directly 

protects right y (eg, the right to an adequate standard of living), by virtue of right y 

supposedly being a subset of right x. Yet it would appear that only protection of right y, 

and not any other right, can ensure protection of this right per se. While right y might be 

narrower than right x in one sense, it could be broader in another sense, or simply 

different, such that subsets may not be a useful system of classification. Scott proposes 

that the right to an adequate standard of living can be a subset of the right to life if the 

right to life is understood as the right to a quality life,
82

 but this seems tautological. The 

first type of mutual reinforcement, related or indirect permeability, may present a more 

prudent method of reasoning. Certainly, few people would dispute that particular rights 

bear particular relationships. However, it remains unclear from the theory as to the nature 

and significance of the relationship between rights. 
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Theorists all too readily point to the violation of certain rights as the cause of complex 

social phenomena which they associate with other rights. For instance, Eide recognises 

deficiency of ESCR as a „major‟ cause of Nazism and former military regimes in Latin 

American.
83

 Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen identifies deprivation of CPR as the source of 

third world poverty.
84

 He writes, „It is not surprising that no famine has ever taken place 

in the history of the world in a functioning democracy‟.
85

 Cassimatis likewise blames the 

state of CPR in East Asia for its financial crisis of the 1990s.
86

 Are we then to believe 

that violation of CPR is the cause of the recent financial crisis of the nation famous for 

championing CPR, the United States? Surely, this does not necessarily follow. It appears 

to be a simplified approach, absent of meaningful social analysis, that where fulfilment of 

one set of rights is lacking, to the point of crisis, deficiency or even purported repression 

of another set of rights can provide automatic explanation. 

 

Another interpretation of mutual reinforcement is that each set of rights is a „necessary or 

desirable‟ precondition for the other.
87

 Yet, in establishing a chain of causation, this leads 

one to encounter a „chicken or the egg‟ causality dilemma. Each set of rights requires the 

other to be satisfied first, such that neither can ever reach fulfilment level. Mubangizi‟s 

submission that all rights be fulfilled in order to realise any one right, presents an even 

graver predicament.
88

 The only solution would be to implement human rights 

simultaneously.
89

 Accordingly, the American Protocol of San Salvador, which endorses 

indivisibility, favours „permanent protection and promotion‟ of the different categories of 

rights.
90
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However, a number of indivisibilists have argued that it is possible, if not necessary, to 

concentrate on improving particular rights, given that other rights will naturally flow 

from these.
91

 Cox contends that promoting all rights holistically „actually undercuts the 

idea that human rights are indivisible because it denies that working for some rights can 

lead to improvements in others‟.
92

 Notably, Amnesty International, a proponent of 

indivisibility, relies on this logic to legitimise its strong emphasis on CPR.
93

  

  

If Cox is correct, then it could be unnecessary to seek that ESCR be subject to immediate 

implementation, contrary to their presently programmatic status, or give these rights 

attention at all if CPR are adequately promoted and enforced. Moreover, states may not 

need to ratify or implement the assortment of human rights treaties if rights in one treaty 

can act as a catalyst for the achievement of rights in others. They might even be liberal 

with reservations if rights within treaties are mutually reinforcing. Such possibilities raise 

considerable doubt regarding the United Nations‟ human rights machinery. 

 

Beetham‟s solution is to not pin all hope on certain rights materialising from the 

fulfilment of others.
94

 If a right is to be protected, it should be done so directly. However, 

human rights are known to have many complex relationships. Haas has documented 

unidimensional, multidimensional, hierarchical, inverse and curvilinear relationships, 

whereby one right may be affected indirectly by another right.
95

 Although, Haas believes 

that these relationships can be empirically tested and generalised across societies.
96

 It is 

perhaps more prudent to entertain the idea of different types of relationships in different 

contexts, including direct realisation of rights which necessitates the promotion of all 

human rights treaties. 
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Scepticism should similarly be shown towards the idea of some indivisibilists that 

because there exist „social elements of civil rights‟ and vice versa,
97

 ESCR can simply be 

dealt with via associated articles in the ICCPR and through CPR complaints 

mechanisms.
98

 Such idea makes redundant the recently adopted Optional Protocol to the 

ICESCR for the adjudication of ESCR complaints.
99

 It could also entrench the dominance 

of CPR in the human rights arena, while underlining the notion that ESCR are „merely 

instrumental‟.
100

 

 

Conflicting Rights and ‘Neutral’ Resolution Favouring CPR 

 

When confronted with the idea of conflicting rights, indivisibilists tend to show one of 

three responses. The first is to deny that the incidence of conflicting rights is fatal to the 

indivisibility thesis. For example, Eide proposes that it is in fact consistent with 

indivisibility to limit one set of rights in order that a conflicting set of rights can be 

protected.
101

 Nickel simply chooses not to rely on „strong claims of invisibility‟ which 

require that rights are „mutually indispensable‟.
102

 He says that weaker claims of 

indivisibility have more validity because they require that rights are merely useful for 

each other. In a more recent article, Nickel‟s dissatisfaction with strong claims of 

indivisibility culminates in what he articulates as a „new worry about indivisibility‟ 
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concerning „what we might call “undermining” or “conflict” relations between rights‟.
103

 

Yet Nickel continues to identify various strengths of indivisibility and fails to engage in 

decisive qualitative criticism of it.
104

 

 

The second response to conflicting rights is to suggest that certain rights in conflicting 

relationships are not valid. Parmar does this by questioning the Human Rights Council‟s 

resolutions on defamation of religion, which she argues have „dangerous implications‟ for 

freedom of expression, and threaten the normative human rights framework involving 

indivisibility, and thus the credibility of the international human rights system.
105

 It may 

be said that, in an effort to preserve the supposed sanctity of indivisibility, Parmar 

effectively disregards religious rights which come into conflict with her preferred system 

of rights. 

 

The third response, which is perhaps the most common, is to play down the existence of 

conflict, both in society as a whole and in the international human rights framework. 

Indivisibilists often premise their belief in indivisibility on the notion of „ideological 

neutrality‟.
106

 According to indivisibilists, the dissolution of the Eastern bloc 

demonstrates that nations of the world are no longer at loggerheads, and hence that all 

rights are inherently reconcilable along ideological lines, if not devoid of ideological 

content. Tomaśevski contends that it is a „smokescreen‟ that „human rights cannot be 

separated from ideology, and furthermore, that human rights are essentially a domain of 

intensive ideological confrontation‟.
107

 For indivisibilists, it follows that without 

ideologically conflicting rights, governments have the potential to respect human rights 

holistically.
108
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However, there is significant evidence of conflict within and between CPR and ESCR, 

with freedom of speech versus freedom of privacy, women‟s rights versus religious and 

cultural freedom, religious rights versus freedom of education, etc.
109

 Importantly, one of 

the most intense clashes of rights involves the civil right to private property. This is 

because a society‟s laws regarding property go a long way towards defining its socio-

economic basis, such that conflict involving property rights can reflect conflict of 

ideology and social systems themselves.
110

 

 

There are different schools of thought on the question of how conflicting property rights 

can be managed in international law. Not so controversially, one school believes that 

conflict can be avoided through discussion of rights in a general way (the „generalisation 

approach‟). Kartashkin explains that international human rights law has been 

acknowledged by both capitalist and socialist countries which have their own ideas about 

rights, precisely because it is stated in general terms, sans a „class assessment‟.
111

 Thus 

the generalisation approach allows international law to maintain a reasonably relativist 

position.
112

 More problematic is a school of thought, consistent with the indivisibility 

thesis, which sees that conflict can be overcome by finding a golden mean or neutral 

equilibrium of rights (the „equilibrium approach‟). Buergenthal accordingly perceives the 

UDHR as having „politically balanced‟ content.
113

 

 

Marković promotes the generalisation approach, but in doing so, overshadows it with the 

equilibrium approach. He considers that the generalisation of rights is made possible 
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because Marxists and liberals converge in their thinking about private property and 

government involvement in providing for people‟s needs.
114

  For example, neither 

Marxists nor liberals support the abolition of personal property and both accept some 

form of social security and welfare. Marković appears to err when he claims that liberals 

recognise broader property rights, that is, the right to own property in itself, including 

communal property which he likens to the corporation.
115

 His quantitative analysis 

obscures the key qualitative difference between private and public property, namely, the 

profit motive. Yet profit is ingrained in his thinking, to the point that he sees that 

communal property can exist in the form of private corporations with public shares. If 

these are sufficient, there need not be any ownership of public property as it is 

traditionally understood. Thus, Marković‟s ostensibly neutral compromise solution to the 

problem of conflicting rights shows bias towards private property and CPR. 

 

The equilibrium approach is reflected in the industrial laws of many Western countries, 

including Australia, which recognise both a right to join and not join a union,
116

 and 

thereby turn the Industrial Labor Organisation‟s principle of freedom of association on its 

head.
117

 Arguably, the right not to join a union can undermine the right to join a union, as 

unions are weakened with every worker who exercises freedom from association. Yet the 

reverse is not necessarily the case. The strength of non-union members can far outweigh 

their numbers, and even more so if they actively oppose union actions. Therefore, it can 

be said that the individualist values of CPR which are associated with the right not to join 

a union predominate in a supposedly free society which permits both types of rights. 

 

Tensions between conflicting rights are often resolved in favour of private interests in 

international law. Ederington, citing Grotius and Pufendorf, notes that private property 
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protection has been one of international law‟s „most pronounced themes‟.
118

 The UDHR 

provides for private property rights (art 17) and intellectual property rights (art 27), and 

proscribes discrimination on the basis of property (art 2). Various regional and national 

instruments have followed suit.
119

 On the other hand, neither the UDHR nor the ICESCR 

promote public property ownership per se. Thus Cerna‟s observation that the UDHR can 

„support almost any proposition‟,
120

 may be somewhat misleading. 

 

The UDHR does mention property ownership „in association with others‟,
121

 but the 

Paris Charter, drafted in 1990 following the fall of socialism, attempts to dispel any 

ambiguity, adding freedom of „individual enterprise‟ to the UDHR‟s phraseology and 

designating this as a fundamental right.
122

 Saporita is keen to include „wealth property‟ in 

the definition of private property,
123

 and a slew of thinkers propose that human rights are 

compatible with new forms of global capitalism and business ethics, and are even „good 

for business‟.
124

 Such optimism suggests that private property rights are more effective at 

excluding rather than complementing public interests. 

 

If conflict of private and public interests remains deep-seated in contemporary society, as 

many theorists suggest,
125

 one would expect that discussion be raised about its resolution. 

However, as Cassese notes, the Vienna Declaration‟s catchphrase on indivisibility „serves 
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to dampen the debate‟ on conflict, „while leaving everything the way it was‟.
126

 One can 

go a step further and suggest that by staying silent, indivisibility could effectively 

consolidate existing relationships of dominant CPR and subordinate ESCR. 

 

Complementarity and Dialectical Opposites 

 

In the promotion of indivisibility, Kibwana writes that „the different species of rights 

interact dialectically‟, where the achievement of one set of rights leads to the 

achievement of others.
127

 Yet, dialectics need not be harmonious. It can also express 

relationships fraught with tensions. Moreover, it would seem that dialectical relationships 

are the subject of opposites which have contradictory features. As indicated, in relation to 

property, the human rights instruments do not have clear opposites. Yet in more general 

terms, CPR and ESCR may be viewed as opposites if they are categorised as individual 

and collective rights, respectively.  

 

Interestingly, however, there has been a trend in recent times to categorise both CPR and 

ESCR as individual rights,
128

 while reserving the collective label for third generation 

rights,129 or even, according to one theorist, rights of corporations.
130

 Various thinkers 

argue that, like CPR, ESCR focus on the individual rather than the community or 

group,
131

 are compatible with „individual liberty and market economics‟,
132

 and are 
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exercised by individuals as opposed to the state.133 Individual rights have been further 

expanded to include developmental rights,
134

 thereby transferring both ESCR and third 

generation rights into the individualist CPR paradigm. 

 

It appears that this tendency away from classifying ESCR as collective rights has 

occurred in tandem with the development of the indivisibility thesis, and is theoretically 

consistent with it. Classifying both CPR and ESCR as individual rights serves the aims of 

indivisibilists, who are generally interested in finding similarities between CPR and 

ESCR in order to emphasise the strength of their relationship (see Chapters 2 to 4) or to 

do away with the process of categorising discrete sets of rights (see Chapter 5). It is also 

consistent with the indivisibilists‟ extensive use of CPR concepts in the forging of a 

common language of rights (see Chapters 3 to 5). 

 

Alston, former chair of the United Nations Committee on ESCR, questions such 

„insistence that human rights are almost exclusively of an individualistic nature‟ given 

that „our fate as individuals is bound up with the fate of the others in whose social context 

we find ourselves‟.135 Buyun argues in the reverse that „any collective is constituted of 

individuals‟.
136

 Mubangizi attempts to present an equitable solution by stating that all 

rights have both individual and collective characteristics.
137

 One may proceed a step 

further and demonstrate that the nature of this internal relationship of rights is highly 

dependent on the dialectic of individual and collective rights. For instance, in the struggle 

of individual and collective rights, if collective rights (eg, public education) triumph over 

individual rights (eg, private education), then education has both its individual and 

collective elements satisfied. That is, education is available for one and for all. The same 

outcome may not necessarily be achieved where user-pays education, based on a 

philosophy of individual rights, is part of the equation. Indeed, many people do not study 
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at university as they simply cannot afford to. Therefore, indivisibilists such as Kibwana 

should be careful to invoke the philosophy of dialectics in describing the relationship of 

rights, lest it reveal weakness in their position. Understanding the myriad levels at which 

dialectical relationships operate and interact can both prove and negate the theory of 

indivisibility. 
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Chapter 3. Indivisibility as Equally Important Rights           

 

Equally Important Rights, sans a Normative Hierarchy 

 

Many human rights theorists define indivisibility as an absence of hierarchical distinction 

of the major categories of rights,
138

 both with reference to their normative standing and 

practical obligations of states.
139

 This is in keeping with the Vienna Declaration which 

proclaims: „The international community must treat human rights globally in a fair and 

equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis‟.
140

 The Vienna 

Declaration represents a deliberate break with Cold War thinking in which there was a 

clearer demarcation between Western forces championing CPR, or „blue rights‟, and non-

Western forces championing ESCR, or „red rights‟.
141

 

 

Traditionally, the two sides argued for the supremacy of their set of rights both 

empirically and ideologically. Empirically, they state that their rights are more important 

for survival and subsistence. Proponents of CPR observe that one cannot live without 

freedom from murder, the right to life, freedom of movement to escape life-threatening 

situations, or famine, believed to be caused by insufficient CPR.
142

 They claim that 
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people themselves choose CPR over ESCR when they relinquish basic needs to pursue a 

cause.
143

 On the other hand, proponents of ESCR advocate the „full-belly thesis‟, based 

on evidence that satisfying basic needs is paramount.
144

 The Indian Supreme Court 

considered that prioritising CPR instead is like „throwing a rope of sand to a drowning 

man‟,
145

 and former Chair of the Human Rights Commission, Eleanor Roosevelt pointed 

out, „You can‟t talk civil rights to people who are hungry‟.
146

 

 

Ideologically, proponents of CPR make the politically charged claim that it is more 

efficient to prioritise CPR, as this uses fewer resources and because ESCR naturally flow 

from CPR, but not vice versa.
147

 They also argue that prioritising ESCR is dangerous, as 

ESCR purportedly infringe upon individual liberty through „state interventionism‟.
148

 

Alternatively, proponents of ESCR do not accept the promise that economic liberalisation 

will eventually bring about ESCR,
149

 or believe that we should wait for it do so. They 

seek to debunk the supposed myth that only the implementation of ESCR is resource-

intensive by showing that instituting CPR also requires a high level of state investment.
150

 

 

Difference of opinion about CPR and ESCR is also reflected in disagreement over the 

way in which jus cogens norms, erga omnes obligations, and non-derogable rights affect 

the hierarchy of rights.
151

 By equalising the significance of all rights, indivisibilists have 
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done away with this large and complex debate in one fell swoop. This may be viewed as 

a positive outcome if one considers that the discussion of one hierarchy for all time has a 

metaphysical character. However, it appears that replacing it with the discussion of no 

hierarchy for all time has the same effect. From another perspective, it could be useful to 

establish general principles, but only insofar as these guide how rights may be 

differentially prioritised according to changing circumstances, and not in relation to an 

„ultimate priority‟ of rights which Méndez laments the loss of with the arrival of 

indivisibility: 

 

Similarly to the magical character of indivisibility, the interdependent character of human 

rights, which places equal importance and homogeneity on both types of rights, has 

served to suppress any debate on the ultimate priority of one type or the other, generally 

labelled as being outmoded.
152

 

 

Association of Equality with Notions of CPR  

 

Given that indivisibilists employ the concept of equality to express a neutral relationship 

in which one set of rights is not favoured over the other, it seems ironic that equality has 

its human rights origins in the tradition of one particular set of rights, namely CPR. 

Equality was popularised with the motto of the French Revolution, „Liberty, Equality, 

Fraternity‟, and with the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen
153

 

and the United States Declaration of Independence.
154

 These instruments highlight CPR, 

and in doing so they represent some of the first enunciated ideological foundations for 

incipient capitalism of the 1700s, which facilitated the structural transformation from 

feudalism. Equality is central to this period, as the idea that the new economic freedoms 
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could extend to everyone through equal opportunity encouraged economic liberalisation 

involving the development of mass production enterprises and the hiring of wage-labour. 

 

Benefit of CPR from Indeterminacy of Equality 

 

Of course, in contradistinction to the two Declarations of the 1700s, indivisibilists use the 

concept of equality in relation to rights rather than people. However, there are important 

parallels. With both uses, equality serves to reinforce ideas in its context. This is because 

equality, in itself, lacks content. As Marx wrote in his critique of the Declaration of the 

Rights of Man and of the Citizen, equality has „no political significance‟.
155

 Toufouyan 

takes to the extreme the idea that equality is dependent on its context, arguing, „“human 

dignity” and “equality” in human rights treaties serves to reflect and reinforce dominant, 

hierarchical structures and naturalizes the position of those in power who decide what is 

best for the “we”‟.
156

 Yet what of societies which have no dominant hierarchical 

structures? Will they have no notion of equality? 

 

Equality is a relational concept which creates no concrete expectations other than in 

terms of the nature of the relationship which is said to be equal. It is therefore inherently 

formalist, regardless of attempts by human rights theorists to moderate its formalism with 

the theory of „substantive equality‟.
157

 Equality begs the question: equal according to 

which standard? Beetham suggests two possible answers, namely, that ESCR and CPR 

are equally as solid, or that they are equally as precarious.
158

 This recalls the reductio ad 

absurdum Marx pointed out regarding the notion of an equal right to education: 
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[I]s it demanded that the upper classes also shall be compulsorily reduced to the modicum 

of education – the elementary school – that alone is compatible with the economic 

conditions not only of the wage workers but of the peasants as well.
159

 

 

If equal entities are both neglected, this still constitutes equality, as one entity is treated 

the same as the other. Thus the indivisibilist aim of achieving the same strong emphasis 

on ESCR as CPR might be better realised by advocating full and equal rights. 

 

The open-endedness of equality may extend to CPR in general. Markovic notes that in 

societies with an uneven distribution of wealth, CPR „partly express only abstract 

possibilities which, for economic reasons, cannot be brought to life‟.
160

 Indeed, unlike 

ESCR, emphasis is not so much on the right to material fulfilment of the individual, but 

the right to have the opportunity, possibility or ideal of material fulfilment. The right to 

property does not mean that everyone should own property, unlike the right to food 

which means that everyone should eat food. The focus, therefore, is on subjective or 

spiritual fulfilment, for example, freedom of thought, freedom of reputation from the 

perspective of the minds of others, presumed innocence until proven guilty, freedom from 

degrading treatment, and freedom to choose one‟s government regardless of the available 

choices or consequences. 

 

Similarly, there is considerable flexibility in the indivisibilist notion of equality of rights, 

as equality provides no clear program for the implementation of rights, particularly where 

resources of states are limited.
161

 For instance, Cerna questions why treaties have 

different time frames set for universal ratification if all rights are indivisible, and suggests 

that the „Vienna Conference might have been better off recycling the Proclamation of 

Tehran‟ which favours ESCR.
162

 Moreover, there is no standard by which equality is 

measured, or indication of which social systems might qualify as indivisible. There are 

merely calls for achieving abstract goals such as „structures of the law that ultimately 
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treat all people, all rights, and all violations equally‟.
163

 Such uncertainty could allow for 

a significant „margin of appreciation‟.
164

 

 

Arguably, a margin of appreciation might more readily encompass CPR than ESCR in the 

current environment, with capitalism afforded a new raison d'être following the collapse 

of socialism in Eastern Europe. Nwobike states that, post-Cold War, „[t]here is now 

convergence on human rights‟,
165

 but it would seem naïve to think that this convergence 

occurs at a perfect midpoint. Rather, as Beetham writes, the end of the Cold War „has 

reinforced the priorities of the USA, the country which has been most consistently 

opposed to the idea of economic and social rights‟.
166

 Certainly, the Vienna Conference 

was devised by the United Nations within weeks of the fall of the Berlin Wall,
167

 and as 

Alves observes, it was the first international gathering on human rights to introduce the 

concept of Western democracy.
168

 Alves lists „the establishment of the interrelated nexus 

of democracy, development and human rights‟ as one of the Vienna Conference‟s main 

„conceptual achievements‟ and „emblematic issues‟.
169

 Hence, with current human rights 

thinking emblazoned with Western ideas, it is not unusual that theorists, such as 

Cassimatis, believe that the main challenge facing indivisibility comes from developing 

countries whose concerns are focused on ESCR, regardless of the fact that these rights 

struggle to keep up with CPR in this day and age.
170

 

 

Prioritisation of Substance of Rights, not Rights in Abstract 

 

It may be more constructive to give attention to achieving rights in substance, rather than 

simply their relative position in relation to each other as with equality. This does not 
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necessitate a decision about priority, but the overall effect of deeming rights in 

themselves important or non-important can indicate priority. Deciding which rights to 

support can appear to be a highly subjective exercise. Oberleitner writes that it involves 

„a value judgment and a difficult one‟.
171

 Arguments for both sides can seem persuasive, 

particularly where they pull at the heart strings. For instance, Shelton believes that with 

the tragic events of September 11, 2001, the right to security has become more threatened 

than any other right in contemporary times.
172

 Former United Nations Secretary-General, 

Kofi Annan echoes this concern in his proposal to make human rights, development and 

security a „three-pillar unity‟.
173

 Yet others might argue that many more people die from 

hunger and sickness than terrorist attacks. 

 

Having a dynamic historical framework in place can offer direction, particularly a 

framework which involves an analysis of the demands of the specific context in relation 

to the social character of the rights in question. This approach therefore involves 

considering two factors: 1. the material features of the current situation, according to 

what Overby describes as „historical and cultural fluctuations‟,
174

 and 2. the material 

features associated with the development of particular rights, which elucidates their 

potential and limits regarding the current situation. For example, while developing 

countries appear to be in need of development along both CPR and ESCR lines, they do 

not have the level of industrialisation associated with the advent of CPR. Thus it may be 

wishful thinking to expect that they can offer a high standard of protection of CPR, and 

even dangerous to insist that CPR be achieved as a matter of priority before ESCR are 

attended to in these countries. On the other hand, ESCR emerged out of struggles against 

inherent constraints of capitalism, in forms as diverse as the capitalist welfare state and 

socialism, crossing socio-economic boundaries and societies of low and high 
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development. Notably, these struggles continue to wax and wane in Western countries,
175

 

spurred on momentarily by the likes of the Tehran Proclamation, and arguably deterred 

momentarily by the likes of the Vienna Declaration. 
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Chapter 4. Indivisibility as a Shared Essence of Rights 

 

Shared Essence, or the Sine Qua Non, of Rights 

  

A third interpretation of indivisibility is that the major categories of rights share a deeper, 

underlying theme or essence, referred to herein as a „shared essence‟. As Mubangizi 

writes, „the principle of the indivisibility of human rights is founded on the assumption 

that all human rights have the same basic characteristics‟.
176

 Novogrodsky, a proponent 

of indivisibility, similarly observes that ESCR „are the same in substance‟ as CPR.
177

 

Thus the rights are more than simply comparable.
178

 This is distinct from the position of 

theorists in the following chapter, who believe that comparability is sufficient to bring 

about their conclusions. 

 

The purported shared essence often reflects the character one right, one set of rights, and 

even the totality of rights. As an example of the latter, in stating that ESCR and CPR „can 

only be achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and 

political rights, as well as his economic, social and cultural rights‟,
179

 the Preambles of 

the ICCPR and ICESCR seem to indicate, rather circularly and contradictorily, that the 

shared essence of ESCR and CPR is in fact the combination of ESCR and CPR. 

 

Shared Essence Framed in the Lexicon of CPR 

 

Most commonly, the shared essence reflects a notion of CPR, such as Western 

democracy. Indivisibilist Ramcharan lists „democracy, good governance, the rule of law 
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and respect for each other‟ as the common denominator.
180

 Desai suggests the same when 

he considers that ESCR are „breached to the extent that it affects democratic agency‟.
181

 

This may in fact be consistent with the Vienna Declaration which states that „Democracy, 

development and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms are interdependent 

and mutually reinforcing‟.
182

 It goes on to highlight the importance of „the process of 

democratization and economic reforms‟.
183

 Its emphasis on economic reforms may 

communicate the liberal idea that economic achievements are primary, with ESCR 

realised subsequently through a process of „trickle-down‟, reflected, for instance, in the 

progressive implementation article in the ICESCR.
184

 Similarly, Hunt structures his 

discussion on ESCR according to how it can best promote liberal democracy, be 

reconciled with it, and function within its program,
185

 indicating that democracy is the 

essential component.
186

 

 

There exist copious instances of indivisibilists reducing rights to CPR concepts. Vyver 

maintains that „[h]uman rights are essentially confined to those rights that transcend, and 

are protected against, the exercise of political power‟ and which are „particularly 

fundamental to the existence of the individual as a human being and as a citizen within 

the social structures of the body politic‟.
187

 Likewise, Künnemann posits that „human 

rights must only be taken for what they are: not a dream of paradise, but a tool to limit 

and regulate the power of the State‟.
188

 Interestingly, Drzewicki writes that the „first 

generation [of human rights] reflects rights of freedom, the second one rights of equality 
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and the third one rights of fraternity and solidarity‟.
189

 In other words, he frames rights in 

the language of the French CPR triad of „liberty, fraternity, equality‟. Drzewicki 

attributes this formulation to the founder of third generation rights, Vasak, who is said to 

hold that it „remains in conformity with the United Nations‟ conception of the 

indivisibility and complementarity of all human rights‟,
190

 regardless of its clear emphasis 

on CPR. Moreover, Havemann, and Dunne and Wheeler reduce rights to CPR notions of 

citizenship,
191

 and security,
192

 respectively. Hessbruegger, who also waves the 

indivisibilist flag, paints ESCR as existential rights, invoking the introspective 

philosophy of existentialism, consistent with the individualist character of CPR.
193

 

 

Another frequently cited shared essence of rights is the concept of human dignity. It 

appears to appeal to theorists along positivist and naturalist lines in that it has a solid 

place in the Charter of the United Nations and human rights instruments,
194

 as well as in 

moral philosophies.
195

 Dignity is arguably a CPR concept, having originated with the 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen and the Declaration of 

Independence.
196

 O‟Rawe points out that human dignity is part of the language of 

Western political thought,
197

 and Shestack notes that it has been criticised for its „Western 

orientation‟.
198

 Indeed, dignity has been coupled with existentialism,
199

 equality,
200

 and, 
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in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, the tripartite rights of the 

French Revolution.
201

 Méndez states that „an existence worthy of human dignity … is the 

ultimate purpose of human rights‟.
202

 Likewise, according to Dupre, „dignity is both the 

foundation and the ultimate aim of human rights systems‟.
203

 She continues on to say that 

dignity is the „queen‟ of CPR and ESCR and the likely „archetype‟ of third generation 

rights, and that it „is therefore foundational to all types of rights, transcending these 

categories and drawing them together, acting as a reminder of their principled 

indivisibility‟.
204

 Arguing in the reverse, but with the same effect, Crooms writes that 

indivisibility treats CPR and ESCR as „equally fundamental to the basic human dignity to 

which all are entitled‟.
205

  

 

Yet deciding what the shared essence may be, or which rights are classified as real rights, 

based on whether they qualify as harbouring the shared essence, is somewhat subjective. 

At least indivisibilists have overcome the latter problem by including, as a matter of 

principle, CPR, ESCR and even third generation rights within the purview of shared 

essences such as dignity.
206

 In contrast, Gibson argues that since the right to a clean 

environment is not derived from a person‟s inherent dignity,
207

 it should be excluded. The 

same could potentially be said of ESCR, given the bias of dignity towards CPR. 

Fortunately, indivisibility keeps ESCR alive, but only by latching on to CPR concepts 

such as dignity. It serves to extend the reach of these concepts to other rights and 

therefore further entrenches liberal ideas in human rights discourse, as well as creating 

contradictions of meaning which effectively foil attempts to develop a more inclusive 

system of human rights.   
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Towards a More Dynamic Approach of Relative Independence 

 

Certainly, CPR and ESCR have some sort of shared essence, even if it can only be said 

that it is that they are both rights. The further one ascends the scale of classification, from 

species to genus, where there is a diminishing point at which rights express ideological 

content or a particular world view, the more likely they are to be perceived on the same 

plane.  

 

At the same, time, it might be argued that for rights to have no essence of their own is 

illogical, even where they are complementary. It is a necessary condition for 

complementarity that there be a point of difference, otherwise the phenomena in question 

are not complementary but merely the same. Difference is also necessary for rights to 

interact through the process of mutual reinforcement. It is difficult to conceive of rights 

impacting each other so as to advance each other‟s cause – as, for instance, with freedom 

of education making participation in the conduct of public affairs more realisable – if 

they have no cause or essence of their own. The existence of distinct essences is even 

more apparent where rights are not complementary or mutually reinforcing, but are in 

direct competition and are advanced to the detriment of others. 

 

Therefore, we should not simply accept that a shared essence negates the phenomenon of 

distinct essences, or vice versa, but rather that they complement each other, as with the 

dialectical relationship of the universal and the particular. In this way, rights are 

relatively independent of one another, as opposed to wholly independent or dependent, 

such that they both share and do not share an essence. 

 

If the shared essence of rights is portrayed with reference to the features of only one 

particular set of rights, such as CPR, then the discussion of the universal is reduced to the 

level of the particular, such that the dialectic cannot properly function. The consequence 

is a static conception of rights. If instead the universal is relatively free of historically 
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determined content, then new possibilities for particular rights may present themselves 

more readily, or at least not be contradicted by the universal and excluded as rights at the 

outset. 
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Chapter 5. Indivisibility as No Essence of Rights 

 

Non Essentialism and the De-Categorisation of Rights 

 

A related interpretation of indivisibility is that the major categories of rights bear no 

essential distinguishing features. This is referred to herein as the „no-essence‟ approach. 

Unlike the shared essence approach, the no-essence approach categorigically rejects any 

idea of essence, whether in relation to the particular (ie, distinct essences of categories) or 

the universal (ie, shared essences across categories). Proponents claim that human rights 

should reflect the „complexity of human activity‟,
208

 and not be bound by rigid and 

„artificial distinctions‟ which have „the effect of eroding the notions of indivisibility, 

universality and interdependence of human rights‟.
209

 Indeed, so inimical to categories 

are certain indivisibilists that they refer to „civil, political, economic, social and cultural 

rights‟ in single formation instead of using the two expressions CPR and ESCR,
210

 or 

maintain the two categories merely for the sake of consistency with norms of 

international human rights law.
211

 

 

To do away with categorisations, it is necessary to prove the weight of exceptions. This 

usually consists of demonstrating similarities between the categories of rights,
212

 which 

may be ironic considering that the no-essence approach is founded on a celebration of 

complexity and difference. Koch writes: 
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There is a certain overlapping and intertextuality between the two sets of rights that 

seems to permit or even mandate an interpretation that dissolves the boundaries between 

the two distinct categories. … there are no watertight divisions between the two sets of 

rights.
213

 

 

Similarly, rights are described as „multidimensional‟;
214

 „“double” or “mixed”‟ in 

nature;
215

 „not so radically dissimilar‟,
216

 including „in theory and practice‟;
217

 and 

realisable „to the same extent‟.
 218

 Rights are said to either not adequately fit into any one 

category or fall under a number of categories,
219

 which is echoed by many theorists who 

identify rights that are the same or similar in the ICCPR and ICESCR, including Olowu 

who describes this as „cross-cutting linkages‟ between the treaties.
220

 Accordingly, 

categorisation has been chastised as „neatly compartmentalized‟;
221

 an example of 

„shorthand conveniences‟,
222

 particularly for „law school professors, who find it an easy 

way to compartmentalize for teaching purposes‟;
223

 a „simplistic distinction‟;
224

 and a 

„false‟ or „artificial‟ distinction based on „legal fiction‟.
225
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Veiled Significance of Rights and Perpetuation of Norms 

 

Indivisibilists differentiate rights in terms of form not content. Künnemann maintains that 

because rights are „intimately interlinked‟, differences are „in degree, not in substance‟.
226

 

Viljoen adds that it is more acceptable to distinguish between rights according to „the 

various forms of government obligations imposed‟ than their „nature‟.
227

 It is significant 

that Viljoen frames rights with reference to government obligations. This bears a strong 

connection to the positive-negative dichotomy of liberties advanced by liberal theorist 

Isaiah Berlin and members of the Frankfurt School, which also frames rights with 

reference to the role of the state, albeit a paternalistic one.
228

 According to Berlin, CPR 

involve freedom from the state and other external influences, whereas ESCR involve 

freedom of the state whereby individuals are said to be oppressed by the state. While 

Berlin‟s theory is generally discredited by indivisibilists, based of the conclusion that 

CPR and ESCR are essentially different,
229

 Viljoen borrows from it the idea that rights 

are a variable of the state‟s level of influence in society, not a variable of the type of 

society itself. For Berlin, socialist and capitalist states are both as opprobrious to the 

extent that they „intervene‟ in the affairs of citizens. Similarly, for Viljoen, different types 

of societies cannot have a qualitatively different effect on rights, which are not 

distinguished according to their nature. 

 

By opposing any substantial distinction of the content of rights, indivisibilists are obliged 

to downplay the significance of the generational history of rights and ideological 

differences which have arguably informed the varied development of human rights law. 

Indivisibilists give the impression that the division of rights merely arose from historical 

anomalies, and does not reflect the true status of rights in themselves. Künnemann writes 

that differences of rights „do not have conceptual explanations but rather historical 
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ones‟.
230

 In other words, history, in particular the ideological and political conflict 

between East and West, has disturbed the natural expression of rights as balanced and 

harmonious entities.
231

 To make sure ideology and politics do not continue to distort 

natural indivisible rights, Bai exhorts that „[w]e should try, though it is by no means easy, 

to cast off political influences‟.
232

 

 

Yet it appears that rights do not have a basic character in themselves than can simply be 

disassociated from the material and ideological context. The material features of a society 

go a long way towards informing the content of rights. Once the material features change 

in a fundamental way, often the legal and human rights framework follows suit. This is 

why bills of rights have frequently arisen at major turning points in history, such as the 

French Revolution, the American War of Independence, South Africa‟s end to apartheid, 

and Venezuela‟s Bolivarian Revolution.
233

 The UDHR was drafted following WWII in 

response to fascism. At these points in history, problems of the old order have been 

overcome by a revamped legal framework, laying a new groundwork for new problems to 

arise and be overcome in the future, with the same transformative process re-occurring ad 

infinitum. Whelan notes, indivisibility, on the contrary, „reifies the overcoming of 

divisions – ideological, religious, cultural‟,
234

 in that it sees that the solution to divisions 

can be a manifestation of an absolute truth. This tendency towards reification is also 

reflected in the view that human rights are unique to modern history, arriving in a more 

or less fully developed form with capitalism.
235

 Yet history paints a significantly different 

picture, of rights existing from the days of the first human made laws and developing 

alongside other social developments over millennia. 
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Various indivisibilists seem to suggest that before the Cold War, rights were in fact 

indivisible. Tomaśevski observes that human rights were split into separate categories 

only when the world became divided along capitalist and socialist lines,
236

 and Koch 

believes, contrary to the timeframe of the Vienna Conference, that it was during this 

period that indivisibility first became a subject of discussion, as it was only when people 

started to live without indivisibility that they saw a need for it.
237

 Even the United States 

is portrayed as an indivisibilist state in the early days of socialism, due to President 

Roosevelt‟s Four Freedoms speech.
238

 Importantly, as indivisibility purportedly existed 

before socialism, and there are supposedly better conditions for indivisibility now that 

socialism has lost much of its steam, the suggestion is that socialism was responsible for 

depriving the world of indivisibility, and moreover, that indivisibility is best suited to 

capitalism. However, capitalism is the society tied most closely to CPR, indicating bias of 

indivisibilists towards CPR. Certainly, there is no indication by indivisibilists that 

indivisibility is best served by a synthesis of capitalism and socialism, which in any case 

may not be possible. Whelan expresses such dilemma: 

 

We thus have to reject the idea that the indivisibility of human rights rests on a grand 

synthesis between liberalism and socialism. What we are left with is the need to accept an 

inconvenient truth that many human rights advocates are uncomfortable with: that the 

indivisibility of civil, political, economic, and social rights must rely on modern political 

and economic institutions: the liberal-democratic welfare state and a market economy.
239

 

 

Some indivisibilists maintain, in the spirit of postmodernist Fukuyama,
240

 that the end of 

the Cold War has brought about an end to ideology and ideological tensions.
241

 This is 

problematic because they fail to recognise that the victor is in fact liberal ideology, with 

tensions nevertheless remaining, and that these realities significantly influence the 

achievement of rights. Without awareness of this situation, it appears that indivisibilists 
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are prone to unwittingly entering into the liberal territory of CPR, which has stronger 

gravitational pull than ESCR in the current climate. In doing so, they can play a role in 

perpetuating liberal norms. A better approach would be to use an understanding of the 

historical significance of rights to attempt to make sense of what indivisibilists refer to as 

the complex „totality of rights‟.
242

 Importantly, classifications based on historical factors 

can assist in the identification of human rights problems in society, such as the under-

emphasis on ESCR, and thereby place human rights theorists in a better position to 

respond to such problems. 

 

Resistance to Oppression Constituting a Defence of CPR 

 

Theorists who espouse the no-essence interpretation of indivisibility often do so on the 

basis that there are no universal truths which can inform general categories of rights, and 

if there were, there would be no way of knowing them.
243

 In postmodern speak, they 

maintain that there is no legitimacy of the „grand narratives‟ of the human rights project 

of modernity.
244

 This is because rights are essentially open to individual interpretation,
245

 

and global theories of human rights cannot hope to cover the field of subjective 

experience of rights or capture it in precise categories.
246

 Categorising rights excludes 

people who do not belong to any category.
247

 Consequently, indivisibilists entertain the 

diversity of rights that exists across different societies and sections of society, beyond the 

major categories of rights.
248

 They are critical of the classification of rights according to 

what they claim is a hierarchical order of first, second and third generations which gives 

undue precedence particularly to CPR,
249

  but also ESCR.
250
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Indivisibilists believe that universal truth and hierarchy of rights are used as a language of 

„domination‟ and „oppression‟,
251

 to „reflect and reproduce dominant regimes of global 

power‟.
252

 They operate as „a proxy for a political ideology‟,
253

 with „hidden priorities 

and principles of political value‟.
254

 In communicating the language of oppression, 

human rights instruments and norms have enabled oppression to become deep-seated in 

society. As Crooms observes, „proponents of indivisibility see oppression as caused by 

interlocking and interdependent institutions that operate in both the public and the private 

spheres‟.
255

 She proposes that „[r]emedying the injuries suffered within this “matrix of 

domination” requires approaches that can simultaneously reach all the causes of those 

injuries‟.
256

 

 

Oppression can also be overcome by „destablising hierarchies of difference‟,
257

 and 

constructing „a culturally-plural human rights corpus‟.
258

 Human rights should not be part 

of a mainstream dialogue, but rather relegated to the periphery.
259

 Theorists have even 

begun to reformulate rights in an attempt to counter oppression. Alves points out that a 

new eco-centric account of environmental rights perceives humans as the invader and 

destroyer, in reaction to the modern belief of the Enlightenment in man-made progress.
260
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The spirit of indivisibilist criticism of the oppressive language of human rights does not 

appear to be entirely new. Rather, it mirrors the classical liberal argument against rights 

which are perceived as infringing on the liberties of the individual. Certainly there are 

differences regarding the rights under scrutiny, and philosophical differences whereby 

liberal theory objectifies the individual in human rights discourse, compared with the 

postmodern approach which absolutises the individual and his/her experience to the point 

that it questions the basis of a human rights regime. However, there are also notable 

similarities. For instance, when Koskenniemi, representing the postmodern approach, 

states that universal human rights law „undermine[s] the individuality of cases and 

impose[s] homogeneity over difference, enshrining a bureaucratic culture of blind 

obedience‟,
261

 or Mutua warns of the „[c]ertain institutions‟ of the state encroaching on 

the private sphere of family,
262

 this calls to mind the liberal critique of positive liberties. 

This critique also refers to the purported over-bureaucratisation of society and its 

detrimental and oppressive effect on the private life of the individual. This may not be 

surprising, as both theoretical approaches are the progeny of the Western tradition. 

 

By upholding negative liberties, liberal theorists are recognised as defending CPR against 

the incursion of ESCR. Indivisibilists, on the other hand, make no such assertion. 

However, to the extent that indivisibilists who claim that there is no essence of rights 

have internalised postmodern ideas about individualism and subjectivism, they will 

similarly seek to defend perceived attacks on the individual. Western thought informs us 

that the greatest threat to individualism occurs in the form of collective activity, including 

the organisation of our lives along parallel lines by the state. Thus indivisibilists are 

prone to cynicism towards ESCR which have a collective nature, and favourableness 

towards CPR which have an individual character, such that their critique of oppression 

may well constitute a defence of CPR, regardless of claims by indivisibilists to neutrality. 

For instance, although Thomas writes that both CPR and ESCR possess „the potential 

denial to women of their individual personhood‟, she promotes in the same breath 
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individual freedoms of women arising from their „individual personhood‟, which will 

likely take the form of CPR such as freedom of expression.
263

 

 

Reducing ‘No Categories of Rights’ to ‘No Rights’ 

 

If comparability indicates that it may not be necessary to categorise otherwise separate 

entities, at what point of comparability do we stop categorising? Perhaps men and women 

are sufficiently comparable to withdraw the distinction of people according to sex. Some 

theorists suggest that the fact that rights are relational – in that they only exist in relation 

to other rights, particularly if one considers the right to development – demonstrates that 

they are indivisible and thus should not be categorised.
264

 Yet men and women each rely 

on both sexes for their existence, and still the distinction remains acceptable. 

 

Indivisibilists who espouse the no-essence approach look for exceptions to categories 

everywhere, to the point that the category of rights itself may not meet their standards, by 

virtue of the fact that rights are proclaimed as universal. Even universal rights of 

minorities, who indivisibilists supposedly have a special interest in protecting, can be 

difficult for indivisibilists to defend, as Howard illustrates: 

 

What benefits a person with one disability may harm someone with one disability may 

harm someone with another disability. Low drinking fountains and telephones are harder 

to use for the elderly or those with bad backs. High toilets make transfer easier from a 

wheelchair, but make bowel movements harder for everyone else, especially the elderly. 

Curb cuts are more dangerous for the blind … Warning bumps at the edge of train 

platforms are good for the blind but bad for those in wheelchairs.
265
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Howard claims that rights simply leave „no room‟ for looking at situations from 

everybody‟s perspective.
266

 With such pessimism, it is no wonder that there exists a 

sentiment in the human rights community that human rights have „become worn out‟ and 

that the „vogue is already passed‟.
267

 Human rights thinkers such as Baxi feel that there is 

„overproduction‟ and „bureaucratisation‟ of rights which compromise their 

effectiveness.
268

 This concern echoes famous words of Kundera describing a paradox of 

human rights: „The more the fight for human rights gains in popularity, the more it loses 

any concrete content, becoming a kind of universal stance of everyone towards 

everything‟.
269

 However, such dismal conclusion can only be arrived at from an over-

orientation towards the individualisation of human rights, which overlooks their 

collective character. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that there exists an objective 

element even to individual ideas about human rights, which is demonstrated by the 

phenomenon of shared or common concerns that people have regarding the protection of 

their human rights. 
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Chapter 6. Indivisibility as a Complete Form of Rights        

 

Rights in Totality, Whole and Undivided 

 

A final interpretation of indivisibility is that the contemporary canon of human rights 

forms a „single‟
270

 and „unified whole‟,
271

 or „one coherent system of global human 

rights‟.
272

 This is based on an „underlying unity of human rights‟,
273

 which „cannot be 

divided‟,
274

 and must be „taken as a whole‟.
275

 Hence rights are often referred to as 

„indivisible part[s]‟
276

 of an „indivisible whole‟,
277

 with the latter phrase recognised in the 

American Protocol of San Salvador.
278

  

 

There are a number of implications of this interpretation of indivisibility. Firstly, the 

monitoring of human rights treaties, and judicial consideration of human rights 

complaints, require a „holistic approach‟ by human rights bodies.
279

 A second implication 
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is that all human rights should be simultaneously promoted and implemented.
280

 Eide 

thus writes: 

 

The importance of treating the system of human rights as indivisible is that it requires the 

state to ensure the implementation of the whole set of rights, even if individuals within 

the state are concerned only with limited and separate parts of the rights.
281

 

 

Cerna gives the example of counter-terrorism strategies, and suggests that these be based 

on consideration of the „full panoply‟ of rights, which would engender a proportioned 

rather than excessive response to threats to security.
282

 Dunston notes that even where 

implementation consists of progressive phases of implementation, each phase should 

engage the full complement of rights.
283

 

 

A significant concern of indivisibilists relates to the practice of sacrificing some rights to 

achieve others. This is communicated by Kofi Annan: „Human rights are … indivisible; 

one cannot pick and choose among them, ignoring some, while insisting on others‟.
284

 

The Asian Human Rights Charter reiterates this sentiment: „rights and freedoms are 

indivisible and it is a fallacy to suppose that some types of rights can be suppressed in the 

name of other rights‟.
285

 According to Winston, governments should not honour some 

rights in an „exceptionalist or selectivist‟ way, while treating others as „optional, 

dispensable, non-obligatory, or even as “unreal”‟.
286

 

 

These statements make the reasonably uncontroversial point that it is important not to 

ignore or suppress some rights. Indeed, human rights practitioners need to be aware of, 
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and display an objective attitude towards, the whole corpus of human rights, even if they 

are making decisions to prioritise certain rights in particular circumstances.  

 

However, other indivisibilists additionally proscribe the bargaining or trading of rights. 

The NGO submission at the Bangkok regional preparatory conference, leading up to the 

Vienna Conference, states: „One set of rights cannot be used to bargain for another‟.
287

 

The World Commission on Dams similarly posits that „fulfilling development needs 

requires respect for fundamental rights, and not any trade off between them‟.
288

 Yet it 

could be argued that a central purpose, if not the raison d'être, of the discipline of human 

rights should be to trade and balance rights in determining how to best respond to each 

circumstance of competing rights or limited resources for instituting rights. Volodin and 

Donders suggest that giving particular attention to certain rights at certain times is not 

antithetical to the holistic approach to indivisibility,
289

 but this seems to be a case of 

having one‟s cake and eating it too. 

 

Metaphysical Foundations of Complete Rights 

 

Eide maintains that the body of international human rights law developed thus far is now 

complete, otherwise rights could not be universal: 

 

We can allege universality of human rights because we have agreed to the comprehensive 

system of rights. … by recognizing the broad package of rights, being the best products 

of several cultural traditions and/or visions for the future, we accept that we now have a 

universal system of rights.
290
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So according to Eide, rights as they currently exist are fully developed. However, it 

would seem that once rights stop developing, so must society, as rights generally reflect 

changes in society. Therefore, Eide‟s theory leaves us with a metaphysical or static view 

of both rights and society. Another perspective in the indivisibility literature is that 

„[a]lthough the list‟ of rights „remains incomplete and debatable this does not mean that it 

cannot be finalised in the future‟.
291

 In other words, while rights do not have a 

metaphysical character now, they may well have one in the future. Viera de Mello, 

former United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, similarly writes: 

 

I suspect, obviously, there are still other categories or areas to be discovered. … Yet there 

is a limit to the expansion of these different types or categories of rights, as there is a 

limit also to the proliferation of treaties and mechanisms and special procedures.
292

 

 

However, as Kartashkin notes, the corpus of rights is meant to be general and not all-

inclusive, given the assumption that states grant their citizens a more specific level of 

rights according to the unique nature of their social system, including „its level of 

economic development, its national and class structure and historical traditions‟.
293

 Thus 

with universalism tempered by relativism in the national digestion of international law, 

Eide‟s justification for a complete system of rights based on universalism is further 

embroiled in doubt. 

 

Divisibility as an Alternative to Indivisibility 

 

Indivisibilists maintain that in the interests of balance,
294

 CPR and ESCR form equal 

halves of the canon of rights, which are of corresponding importance.
295

 However, while 

this formulation might be satisfactory for those who appreciate Epicurean simplicity, 
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from a rigorous theoretical perspective, it does not appear possible to view opposites as 

equally significant. Indeed, the history of philosophy has taught us that opposites cannot 

be equal, whether in the physical environment or in social life. For the Gestaltists, it is 

because the „whole‟ is greater than its opposite, the sum of constituent parts.
296

 For 

Hegel, it is because a dominant force or „prime mover‟ is inherent in the interplay of 

opposites, otherwise there can be no change or movement.
297

 

 

Having a theory which allows for change is important if we are to recognise, as Kibwana 

does, that rights „are growing entities‟.
298

 He perceptively observes that „[a]s society 

develops, new human rights spring to life or new emphasis on existing human rights 

leads to some human rights acquiring new prominence‟.
299

 This stands in contrast to 

Földesi‟s position that although human rights, in particular CPR, „carry permanent signs 

of their origins‟, their essence is not based on historical particularities but rather „the 

expression of what is universally human‟.
300

 There appears to be a misleading assumption 

in Földesi‟s work that some societies produce notions of rights, which can extend to other 

societies which do not produce notions of rights, namely socialist countries. Yet once it is 

perceived that human rights can radically break away from their history, then one‟s 

attention is unnaturally fixated on the break-away rights, to the detriment of all other 

rights and their development. This can afford rights such as CPR a much greater degree 

of significance than what they may have in reality and in the long term when the body of 

rights has developed and acquired new meaning and content. 

 

In view of the fact that rights are organic entities, it is proposed that the human rights 

canon should not be perceived as indivisible, but rather divisible. This is because as the 

parts of a whole change, so does the overall form of the whole, particularly where 

significant changes to the parts take place, rendering the whole divisible. For instance, 

changes in individual voting can result in a completely new form of government. In such 
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case, the „particular‟ (ie, individual voters) dialectically reacts against the „general‟ (ie, 

the former government) to achieve a change to the „general‟ (ie, a newly elected 

government). Likewise, as a divisible form, the human rights canon is permeable, 

reflecting its inherent potential to entertain new rights,
301

 cast off obsolete rights,
302

 and 

refashion existing rights within the context of social developments. At any one time, the 

totality of these rights can inform the overall form of the human rights canon, for 

example, as a generally „Western construct‟.
303
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Conclusion           

 

While indivisibility has become a popular catchword in human rights discourse,
304

 with 

many human rights theorists acknowledging it for good measure, it is questionable 

whether the indivisibility thesis can substantially influence the state of human rights. One 

of its goals of bringing the treatment of ESCR up to the standard of CPR has not been 

met or even approached, leaving indivisibilists scratching their heads as to why this 

should be the case „[d]espite the end of the cold war‟.
305

 Yet, contrary to expectations of 

indivisibilists, the end of the Cold War did not suddenly create a period of calm and 

political neutrality which could lay the groundwork for a new harmony of rights assisted 

by a balanced theory of indivisibility. The rise of so-called globalisation in fact served to 

create sharp tensions in society, fuelling various types of conflict. Alves observes that at 

the time of the Vienna Conference, „[e]thnic conflict raged in so many places as to justify 

Samuel Huntington‟s „Clash of Civilizations‟ as the new paradigm of international 

relations‟.
306

 

 

Indivisibilists put the poor performance of indivisibility in practice down to failure to 

clarify the content of ESCR and corresponding obligations,
307

 unclear legal implications 

of indivisibility,
308

 and inadequate thoughtfulness and cooperation at a national level.
309

 

However, it is not simply that the form of indivisibility is underdeveloped and requires 

tweaking at the edges, or that United Nations‟ reflections on indivisibility are merely 
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„broad overstatements of more modest truths‟, as opposed to actual misstatements.
310

 

Rather, the content of indivisibility is abstract and metaphysical, given that it is not based 

on social and historical analysis or an appreciation of rights within their dynamic context. 

 

As demonstrated in this thesis, promoting neutral and historically void concepts of 

interconnectedness, equality and similarity of rights via the theory of indivisibility can 

ultimately lead indivisibilists to acquire content and absorb values from existing social 

and legal norms. As these tend to have a CPR character, this can mean that the theory 

actually reinforces the status quo under the guise of challenging it. Therefore, not only 

can indivisibility have a nil effect on improving the status of ESCR, it can also have a 

negative effect, rendering the fundamental challenge of „resisting the homogenization of 

human rights as civil and political rights‟ unresolved.
311

 

 

Finally, a sound theory on the relationship of human rights should not simply constitute a 

general response to CPR and its „homogenization‟ in Western society. It should also seek 

to respond to the perpetual nuances of the interactions of CPR and ESCR which occur in 

reaction to developing social conditions, such as the recent Global Financial Crisis. 

Indivisibilists attempt to correct what they perceive as a permanent imbalance, with the 

solution of permanent balance. However, if we can demonstrate that there exists 

fluctuation and divisibility with any tilt towards CPR, then the dilemmas facing the 

international human rights community require more creative answers. 
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